The present paper is aimed to study the effect of Gaussian laser light on first and second sound waves in superfluid helium theoretically using optoacoustic method. The mechanism applied in this study is electrostriction mechanism. This study considers crystal parts of superfluid helium with a zero absorption coefficient applying electrostriction mechanism. Affecting Gaussian laser light on these crystal parts, a spectrum of cylindrical first and second sound waves and cylindrical slow and rapid waves is obtained. Meanwhile, frequency of waves amplitudes proportionate to time period of laser light is calculated.
Introduction
A superfluid is a state of matter that behaves like a fluid with zero viscosity and zero entropy. The substance which looks like a normal fluid will flow without friction past any surface, which allows it to continue to circulate over obstructions and through pores in containers which hold it, subject only to its own inertia.
Known as a major facet in the study of quantum hydrodynamics and macroscopic quantum phenomena superfluidity effect was discovered by Pyotr Kapitsa [1] , John. F. Allen and Don Meisner [2] in 1937. It has since been described through phenomenological and microscopic theories by different physicists. The formation of the superfluid is known to be related to the formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate. This is made obvious by the fact that superfluidity occurs in liquid helium-4 at far higher temperatures than it does in helium-3. Each atom of helium-4 is a boson particle, by virtue of its zero spin. Helium-3, however, is a fermion particle, which can form bosons only by pairing with itself at much lower temperatures, in a process similar to the electron pairing in superconductivity.
Superfluidity in liquid helium4 occurs at 2.186 kelvin degrees. Helium-4 in temperature of 2.186 kelvin degrees has a lambda shape phase transition and this temperature point is called lambda point. This phase transition divides helium into two parts. Those parts of helium that are below 2.186 kelvin degrees have superfluidity properties and it is called superfluid helium or helium II. This part is responsive for unit and unique properties of liquid helium. These properties include a zero viscosity coefficient, zero entropy, efficient heat transition and obvious vortex and a thermodynamic effect. Those parts of helium-4 that are above 2.186 k degrees are called normal helium or helium I. Helium below 2.186 k degrees can moves out easily and rapidly through capillarity tubes and this is the superfluidity property discovered by Kapitsa. Since the viscosity coefficient is not zero at temperatures above 2.186 k degrees there is no superfluidity property and this part is called normal helium. Helium I has transition properties like classic gas because of its low density. Helium II is similar to quantum liquid because of its unlimited thermal conductivity [3] .
In the 1950s, Hall and Vinen performed experiments establishing the existence of quantized vortex lines in superfluid helium [4] . In the 1960s, Rayfield and Reif established the existence of quantized vortex rings [5] . Packard has observed the intersection of vortex lines with the free surface of the fluid [6] , and Avenel and Varoquaux have studied the Josephson effect in superfluid helium-4 [7] . In 2006, a group at the University of Maryland visualized quantized vortices by using small tracer particles of solid hydrogen [8] . Figure 1 is the phase diagram of 4 He [9] . It is a p-T diagram indicating the solid and liquid regions separated by the melting curve (between the liquid and solid state) and the liquid and gas region, separated by the vaporpressure line. This latter ends in the critical point where the difference between gas and liquid disappears. The diagram shows the remarkable property that 4 He is liquid even at absolute zero. Helium four is only solid at pressures above 25 bar. Figure 1 also shows the λ-line. This is the line that separates two fluid regions in the phase diagram indicated by He-I and He-II. In the He-I region the helium behaves like a normal fluid; in the He-II region the helium is superfluid.
The name lambda-line comes from the specific heat -temperature plot which has the shape of the Greek letter λ [10] [11] . See Figure 2 , which shows a peak at 2.172 K, the so-called λ-point of 4 He. Below the lambda line, the liquid can be described by the so-called two-fluid model. It behaves as if it consists of two components: a normal component, which behaves like a normal fluid, and a superfluid component with zero viscosity and zero entropy. The ratios of the respective densities ρ n /ρ and ρ s /ρ, with ρ n (ρ s ) the density of the normal (superfluid) component, and ρ (the total density), depends on temperature and is represented in Figure 3 [12] . By lowering the temperature, the fraction of the superfluid density increases from zero at T λ to one at zero kelvin. Below 1 K the helium is almost completely superfluid.
It is possible to create density waves of the normal component (and hence of the superfluid component since ρ n + ρ s = constant) which are similar to ordinary sound waves. This effect is called second sound. Due to the temperature dependence of ρ n ( Figure 3 ) these waves in ρ n are also temperature waves.
Equations related to first sound waves propagation (propagation of pressure vibration) and second sound waves propagation (propagation of temperature vibration) are calculated by applying optoacoustic relations and linear hydrodynamic equations.
In fact, the first sound wave is a pressure wave that is continuously decreasing while the temperature is increasing, and it has a discontinuity in the lambda point. Also second sound wave is a thermal wave that is observed in Figure 4 [3] . There are other sound waves in superfluid helium than first and second sound waves that are not the subject of study in this paper.
Observing waves equations of pressure and temperature, we see that there are two mechanisms in Helium superfluid: thermal and electrostriction mechanisms [13] . Romanov V. P. and Salikhov T. Kh. studied optoacoustic methods for producing second sound waves in superfluid helium theoretically in 1991 [14] . Salikhov T. Kh. studied laser production of first and second sound waves in superfluid helium in 2000 [15] . Theoretical study about a spectrum of transition functions of optoacoustic first and second sound signals in superfluid helium considering thermal mechanism was implemented by T. Kh. Salikhov and O. Sh. Odilov [16] . These two scientists also studied the photoacoustic effect in superfluid helium [17] . The present paper considers crystal parts of superfluid helium. Since coefficient of absorption in these parts is nearly zero, the only effective mechanism in these parts is electrostriction one.
Electrostriction Mechanism is an elastic deformation which is created by electric field. On this basis the mechanical intensity which is independent from reverse field direction is in contrast to the piezoelectric effect.
When we affect the laser light on superfluid helium, the electric field causes an expansion and contraction in the sample that is the elastic deformation. Laser light does not create any heat in this state. Electrostriction in solid dielectrics is tiny and have a second rate effect. On the other hand the piezoelectric materials have a linear effect [18] [19].
Effect of Gaussian Laser Light on Superfluid Helium
Obviously these waves are produced theoretically through effecting Gaussian laser light on cylindrical cells filled with superfluid helium. Here laser light is as per time period of laser L τ and power 0 P . Systems related to waves equations for acoustic vibrations of pressure and temperature ignoring dispersion coefficient are as follows:
,
Here parameters in Equations (1) and (2) are as follows: 
Here, (4), we obtain Equations (5) and (6) 
Meanwhile, the roots of dispersion equation can be calculated as follows: 
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Through effecting Hankel reverse transformation on the Equations (5) and (6), we obtain the following equations: (7) and (8) is obtained from following relations:
Solving the Equations (7) and (8), we obtain Equations (9) and (10) as follows:
Here,
H x is a Henkel function. Since laser light is Gaussian, we have:
Therefore, the Equations (9) and (10) can be written as follows:
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The Equations (11) to (16) show that cylindrical first and second sound waves including two parts are exited in helium superfluid. The Equation (13) is related to cylindrical normal first sound wave and a similar sound is observed in the Equation (14) moving with velocity of 2 C (slow sound wave). The Equation (15) shows that the cylindrical second sound wave moves with velocity of 1 C (rapid sound wave) and the Equation (16) is related to cylindrical normal second sound wave. It is obvious that development of first sound is slow and of second sound is rapid for double mode interactions of pressure and temperature. If we effect the expression of 1 i q r  on the above mentioned functions the Equations (13) to (16) 
The Equations (17) to (20) show that the intensity of produced acoustic waves in low frequencies increase according to relation of 3 2 ω . Then the amplitudes of these waves pass increasingly though maximum amount and then decrease exponentially. Therefore we obtain maximum frequencies dependent to amplitudes of first and second sound waves through fulfilling boundary conditions and as per the following relations: 
Conclusions
The researcher presented theoretically production of first and second sound waves in superfluid helium through emitting Gaussian laser light with electrostrictive mechanism consideration. An exited spectrum of cylindrical first and second sound waves including slow and rapid parts was obtained simultaneously in the applied system. When we observe the equations resulted through theoretical computations we conclude that the presence of factor ( ) In low frequencies, the intensity of produced acoustic first and second sound waves was calculated according to the relation of 3 2 ω . The researcher obtained the main rules of these waves in superfluid helium through emitting Gaussian laser light with a specified intensity theoretically and based on mathematical calculations. It's hoped that the experimental scientists can apply these rules in industries and technologies in a near future.
